Due Date: 2:10 on Thursday, October 21.

Points: This project is out of 5 points.

Instructions: You are to work alone on this project, although you may ask for minor assistance from any of the departmental faculty or the departmental librarian, Barbara MacAlpine.

You must turn in your project, typed, at the beginning of class on 10/21. Late projects will not be accepted. You must cite your work properly.

Project Problems: Last week in seminar, Doug Ray talked about the NFL SuperFan problem and its relationship with graph theory. Supposing we wanted to learn more about graph theory, we may need to look up current research articles on the subject.

1. Go to the library and find a hard copy of a refereed journal article (not a book) on graph theory, and photocopy the abstract.

2. Find an electronic copy of an article on graph theory that our library does not have a hard copy of, and print out the first page.

3. Type up citations for both articles.